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FOREWORD

Siobhan McKelvey
President of Eurobitume

FIRST WE RAISED EXPECTATIONS. NOW WE ARE MEETING THEM.

“ We’re in a great position now to participate in 
dialogues which will directly help our members  
by getting the right messages to the right people.”

Siobhan McKelvey
President Eurobitume

The foundations of our new organisation are built and 
have been tested. I can’t emphasise strongly enough 
what a step change we have made in the last year. The 
process of integration is over and now we are “walking 
the walk” as we begin to see the actual benefits of 
coming together as a single organisation acting with 
one voice.

The theme of this annual review, “Building our future”, is a 
fitting one. We have now put  strong foundations in place 
to create a positive environment for sustained bitumen 
demand and we are experiencing the rewards in three key 
areas:

Sharing knowledge effectively
As a more streamlined organisation, we are transferring 
ideas, knowledge and best practices more easily and 
more efficiently. This is particularly important at a local 
level where national organisations are benefiting from 
information sharing from other countries. While local issues 
can still be handled locally each national organisation now 
has access to a huge, international pool of knowledge about 
how best to tackle the issues they face.

Speaking with a strong single voice
We are now truly speaking with a single voice. I think it’s 
so important that we have a coherent approach in order 
to maximise our ability to communicate our key messages 
– and having a unified image is all part of that. We are, 
in a way, the “brand” of bitumen and seen as a strong 
influencer able to discuss issues affecting our industry at 
any level. Above all, we are in a great position to participate 
in dialogues which will directly help our members by getting 
the right messages to the right people.

Promoting members’ interests at events
A key way for us to share information is through the events 
we organise and attend. The integration has helped us do 
that more effectively than ever. Last year’s E&E (Eurasphalt 
& Eurobitume) Congress was a powerful platform to 
demonstrate that the reorganising was over and we were 
now starting to deliver. Unprecedented participation levels 
at our March and October meetings is a clear sign that 
people are listening and we are delighted to be expanding 
the membership as more and more companies see the 
benefits of coming under the Eurobitume umbrella.

The biggest challenge we now face is that of raised 
expectations. That’s good. It’s a sign that we are growing. 
We need to manage that growth now and channel it 
correctly in order to make a real difference for our members 
and ultimately the bitumen industry.

I am delighted with the sense of positivity that is running 
through the veins of the organisation now. And I’d like to 
thank all our members and the Eurobitume team in general 
for their commitment to change and the professional way 
that they have brought it to fruition.

This is it. There’s no going back. The new system is up and 
running and we’re looking forward with great confidence to 
the future.



Aimé Xhonneux
Director General of Eurobitume
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2016 was the year we started to deliver on the promises 
made during integration. The work is ongoing, but 
it’s now my proud task to report on the first fruits of 
our new, streamlined organisation which is bringing 
benefits at every level of our operations.

A growing membership
Following changes to our statutes, we introduced a new 
membership structure which included for the first time 
“associate members”. This has been a great success in 
attracting new members including ATPC, Kraton, Hoyer 
and BTC. There has also been a significant increase in the 
numbers of enquiries about membership on our website 
which clearly demonstrates that we are becoming a 
focal point for many stakeholders. At the same time, the 
Membership Committee is keen to manage this growth 
and to ensure that the needs and expectations of existing 
members continue to be met in full. 

A wider audience
Another way of opening our doors wider was to look at 
the way we arrange our General meetings. For a start, we 
changed their names from “AGM” and “EGM” to “Spring 
Meeting” and “Autumn Meeting” as a way to broaden their 
appeal and to attract greater participation from members. 
We also changed the format of the meetings. Last year’s 
Stockholm Autumn Meeting took place over two days and 
certain sessions were opened up to non-members so that 
they could get a real feel for what our organisation is all 
about. This was a big success. It attracted over 70 attendees 
including 21 from non-member companies who expressed 
an interest in becoming EB members in the future.

Improved communications
We also put a far greater emphasis on communications in 
2016. In particular, I would like to highlight:

• Our new Eurobitume website, which is available in four 
languages, went live in May

• The Asphalt Advantages website celebrated its second 
year and continues to give more and more convincing 
arguments in favour of Asphalt

DIRECTOR GENERAL’S 
OVERVIEW OF 2016



WE ARE TURNING WORDS INTO ACTIONS. HERE’S HOW.

“ The transformation has created a totally  
modernised organisation that is capable  
of tackling the challenges we face today.”
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• We posted regularly on the main social media 
platforms in order to keep stakeholders up to date with 
the latest issues

• We liaised with the European parliament, organising 
an “MEP Breakfast” with EAPA which was an excellent 
opportunity to demonstrate to Members of European 
Parliament the sustainability of asphalt roads 

• We published the second issue of our Eurobitume 
magazine especially for the E&E congress in June

Events continue to be a major channel for us to spread the 
word. Last year’s high profile E&E Congress was a huge 
success attracting more participants than ever with 1077 
registrations, 172 exhibitors and 10 sponsors. Normally 
occurring every four years, we have now decided to 
introduce an intermediate event in order to have an E&E 
platform every two years to make the most of its increasing 
popularity. 
As Siobhan mentions in her foreword, we are keen not to 
lose the “local touch” and last year demonstrated how we 
can work at both European and national levels. Some of the 
local events we took part in included: 

• The Bavarian Breakfast in Berchtesgaden run in parallel 
with Deutscher Asphaltverband’s Asphalt Days to build 
awareness of Eurobitume with potential new members

• Eurobitume Swiss Bitumen Day, now organised every 
second year

• Rencontres Bitume, the new EB France organisation’s 
first event which attracted over 100 people 

• Belgian Asphalt and Bitumen Day, the first event 
organised jointly by Eurobitume Benelux and the Belgian 
contractors’ association BVA which attracted 241 
participants

• Asphalt Dag, jointly run for the first time by VBW Asphalt 
(the Dutch contractors’ association) and Eurobitume 
which attracted over 450 people

New HSE guidance
We issued revised burns and safe handling cards which 
are now available to members in 16 languages. At France’s 
request, new H2S guidance documents and cards were 
also produced which will also be available in 16 languages. 

We also maintained our strong collaboration with ANSES 
and INRS in France, Bitumen Forum and Dr Rühl in Germany 
as well as the AIA (Asphalt Industry Alliance) in the UK and 
we started a collaboration with Mensura in Belgium.

The HSE Committee continued to focus on health issues 
including worker protection. Co-financed by our US 
colleagues of the Asphalt Institute (AI), a new meta-analysis 
was started by Prof Boffetta following the publication of 
IARC Monograph 103. We also set up an important review of 
the LCI (life cycle inventory) which is ongoing.

Consensus on revised standards
Our Technical Committee reviewed performance tests 
methods and invested a lot of effort into revising EN 12591 
(the standard for paving grade bitumen) and EN 14023 (the 
standard for PMB). It succeeded in reaching a consensus on 
the Eurobitume position for our bitumen producers about 
the revisions. This position should be used as input into 
the official CEN process – yet another - example of how 
Eurobitume members are working together.

Stronger relationships 
Last but not least in 2016, we extended our close working 
relationships with key bodies like the contractors’ 
association EAPA and the US bitumen association Asphalt 
Institute (AI). We actually shared a stand at E&E with AI and 
they also have an ex-officio member on our HSE Committee. 
We attended their annual meeting in Scottsdale, Arizona, in 
December and provided an update to their members on our 
activities.  
These were just some of the highlights from a resurgent 
year. I hope you will enjoy reading more about them in the 
following pages.

Aimé Xhonneux
Director General



Each of our three main committees – Technical, HSE 
(Health, Safety and Environment) and PRC (Public 
Relations and Communications) – comprises experts 
in their respective fields. They play an important role 
in collating and analysing information and identifying 
best practices before making it available to members 
and communicating the benefits more widely. The 
output from these expert committees helps to generate 
a number of important activities and deliverables – 
both for members’ use and for more general use by 
stakeholders to support our mission. Here we look at 
some of the outcomes from the last year.

HSE guidance
In Benelux last year the 
HSE Committee provided 
expert input to Mensura, 
an organisation which 
promotes Health & 
Safety in the workplace, 
on their draft “Fiche 
Bitumes” information 
sheet, and also supplied 
valuable information 
to the Asphalt Worker 
Trade Union and Asphalt 

Association on the safe handling of bitumen and treating 
bitumen burns.

In France, the HSE Committee worked closely with INRS, the 
French Institute for occupational risk prevention, regarding 
exposure to bitumen fumes, and with ANSES, the French 
Agency for Food, Environmental and Occupational Health 
& Safety.

Meanwhile in Germany, the HSE Committee supported 
the MAK Commission (the German committee for the 
determination of occupational exposure limits) with data 
and expert insight to help them review the health effects of 
emissions from hot bitumen. 

Providing guidance and positions on various industry issues 
is an important role for Eurobitume. In 2016 we produced 
new updated versions of our informative Safe Handling of 
Bitumen cards incorporating the latest expert advice and 
reflecting current regulations in 16 European languages. 
These cards are freely available to members. Similarly, an 
H2S guidance document was prepared for member’s use 
and is available from the Eurobitume intranet. 

SAFE HANDLING OF BITUMEN
Purpose of this safe handling card is to give brief general advice on best practice on safely handling of bitumen. Any controls and means of protection 
must be based on local site specific risk assessments, e.g. laboratory activities, operations etc.
   •  Paving bitumens (including polymer modified bitumen) are supplied and stored as hot liquids at temperatures between 150 and 200°C,
   • Industrial bitumens are supplied and stored at temperatures up to 230°C

PRINCIPAL HAZARDS AND RISKS
   • Severe thermal burns (up to third degree) and shock.
   •  Fire and explosion. If bitumen is over-heated flammable decomposition products may be formed resulting in a fire or explosion hazard.
   • Boil-over of tanks due to the presence of water. 
   • Fumes. Respiratory problems or nausea may be induced by high concentrations of fumes from hot bitumen.
   • Hydrogen Sulphide. In confined spaces hydrogen sulphide may accumulate and may reach hazardous levels.
   • Pyrophoric deposits may develop in bitumen tanks which may self-ignite.

GENERAL SAFETY ADVICE
   •  Storage temperatures should not exceed 200°C for paving bitumens and 230°C for industrial bitumens. Bitumens should be kept at least 30°C below 

flash point, or national limits whichever is the lower.
   •  Heat-resistant hoses free from twists, kinks, damage and supported along their length should be used. They should be clean, dry and free from plugs 

of solid bitumen.
   • Do not use steam to empty pipelines or hoses, to avoid water in the system. Use suction pumps, compressed dry air or blanket gas.

FIRST AID
   •  Bitumen burns should be cooled for at least 15 minutes, first with cool water to reduce pain, then with warm water to prevent hypothermia  

if the burned surface is larger than the size of a hand.
   • Burns to the eyes should be irrigated for at least 5 minutes.
   • NO ATTEMPT SHOULD BE MADE TO REMOVE THE BITUMEN AT THE WORKSITE
   • Measures to remove the bitumen layer from the skin should be taken as soon as possible under the supervision of a doctor, or at a hospital.
   •  Careless removal of the bitumen may result in the skin being damaged further, bringing with it the risk of infection and the possibility of complications.
   •  Respiratory problems due to excess fume exposure: Under safe conditions remove person from contaminated atmosphere into fresh air.   

Seek medical assistance if breathing remains difficult. Apply emergency first aid measures.

BITUMEN FIRE
   • Call the fire brigade immediately.
   • Switch off all electrical power to heaters, circulation pumps, etc.
   • Close valves if safe to do so in order to limit the spread of fire.
   • Attempt to extinguish fire by using dry chemical powder, foam, inert gas, or water spray (fog).
Never use water jets.

PERSONAL SAFETY MEASURES
Protective clothing to be considered includes:
  

•  Head protection: helmet, preferably fitted with chin strap, neck 
apron, full visor to protect the face. Note: Goggles only protect eyes 

  
   
•  Coverall, legs to be worn over boots. 100% cotton fire retardant 

(Proban® or similarly treated), preferably with high visibility markings 

• Heat-resistant gloves with long sleeves. 

• Safety boots that can be removed easily

Note: Additional site specific equipment may be required: safety spectacles / goggles, ear defenders , rigger style boots or similar, anti-static clothing etc.

By consulting and/or using this publication, the user acknowledges and agrees to be bound by the following stipulations.  Eurobitume has made considerable efforts to compile this publication on the basis of reliable sources.  However, Eurobitume 
cannot and does not guarantee the completeness, accuracy, reliability and effectiveness of the information contained in this publication for whatever purpose.   Furthermore, the content of this publication may be changed, suspended, revised and/
or removed by Eurobitume, at its sole discretion, at any time for whatever reason and without notice. Finally, but for cases of fraud, neither Eurobitume nor its members are liable for any loss, damages or injury whatsoever relating to the consultation 
or use of this publication, or the inability to do so. Eurobitume, Last updated: March 2015. info@eurobitume.eu

TELEPHONE NUMBERS:            FIRE DEPARTMENT                 AMBULANCE                PRODUCT EXPERT
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SHARING KNOWLEDGE 
EFFECTIVELY
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Views and News on the Horizon from the European Bitumen Industry
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ROAD USERS
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“Embracing Change” event in the UK
In the UK, more than 90 delegates – including 
representatives from nearly 50 local authorities in England 
and Wales – attended “Embracing Change”, a Sharing Best 
Practice event organised by the Asphalt Industry Alliance 
which is a partnership between Eurobitume UK and the 
Mineral Products Association.

Improving the quality of roads in France
Eurobitume France is involved in a nationwide forum to 
improve the quality of roads in France. “Observatoire 
National de la Route” comprises all the main French road 
network stakeholders and is gathering detailed information 
about the condition and maintenance of the country’s road 
network. It will assess the effectiveness of different technical 
road network management policies and this knowledge will 
enable better-informed decisions to be made regarding 
road network maintenance.

Eurobitume 
Magazine #2 
published
The second issue of 
Eurobitume Magazine 
was launched at the 
Eurasphalt & Eurobitume 
Congress in Prague.  
It explores the need to 
invest in our greatest 
asset – roads – with 
views from road users 
and road owners as  

well as solutions offered by our industry. 
Available in English, French and German, Eurobitume 
Magazine contains an interesting mix of news and views 
from across the European bitumen industry. 
The latest issue supports many of the key messages 
delivered at the 2016 Congress and also looks at how the 
bitumen and asphalt industries are providing effective and 
efficient solutions for a range of applications. 

Promoting the advantages of asphalt online
The Asphalt Advantages campaign, our joint initiative 
with EAPA to promote the benefits and value of asphalt 
pavement to those who use, design and maintain roads,  
has now reached stakeholders in over 125 countries 
and in 2016 celebrated its second anniversary (see  
www.asphaltadvantages.com).
Earlier in the year the campaign was extended to offer the 
choice of English, French, German and Turkish, which is 
helping to expand the scope of the campaign by reaching 
new target audiences and local markets. 
Towards the end of 2016, as part of its anniversary 
celebrations, the campaign encouraged supporters to 
embrace an online tool kit and how-to video as well as 
getting them to create their own sub-campaigns.
The www.asphaltadvantages.com website continues to 
grow and is now widely recognised as a valuable source 
of credible information for a wide range of stakeholders, 
raising the awareness of the many benefits that asphalt 
offers for road maintenance and construction.

WORKING TOGETHER TO ACHIEVE COMMON GOALS

The ability to share expertise and discuss challenges with industry 
colleagues and to learn from their experiences and best practices  
are key benefits of Eurobitume membership
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SPEAKING WITH A STRONG, SINGLE VOICE 

These days there are an unprecedented number of 
channels we use to communicate with each other. At 
national and international level, face to face or online, 
between governments and trade associations, it has 
never been more important to coordinate messages to 
avoid our voice being lost. In the last year Eurobitume 
has presented a single strong voice through all these 
channels and presented a strong image to the outside 
world which gives us credibility and real influence.

New, multi-language website provides a 
single voice for Eurobitume
Eurobitume now has a new, easy-to-use, fully integrated, 
multi-language website which helps the association speak 
with a powerful single voice for the bitumen industry 
in Europe. Visitors to www.eurobitume.eu can access 
a wealth of valuable general, technical, health, safety 
and environmental information about bitumen and the 
bitumen industry in Europe in four languages – Dutch, 
English, French and German. The new website is also the 
single source of information for country-specific guidance 
and advice generated by the association’s various local 
initiatives.

Developing an industry position on 
standards
Specialist task forces and working groups feed into the 
Technical Committee and address specific technical issues 
such as the evolution of technical standards, European 
standardisation, establishing the European bitumen 
industry’s position on CE Marking and the development 
of uniform test methods. One of these working groups 
developed a bitumen industry-agreed set of proposed 
revisions for EN 12591, the European standard for paving 
grade bitumen which is in the final stages of editing within 
CEN and expected to go to formal vote in 2017.

Another working group has begun to follow actively the 
review process of EN 14023, the standard for polymer 
modified bitumen, and CEN Enquiry is possible in 2017.

Towards the end of the year, our Technical Committee 
set up two new task forces, TF Test Methods and TF 
Standardisation.

TF Test Methods will develop a formal position for 
Eurobitume on specific test methods, how results could be 

interpreted and whether or not they are likely to be useful 
for incorporation into new standards. TF Standardisation 
will consider more general aspects of the CEN systematic 
review process and how to co-ordinate a Eurobitume 
position into the revision process, through the National 
Mirror Committees.

Life Cycle Inventory Review
A special task force has been established to review 
Eurobitume’s Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) methodology 
regarding the amount of CO2 and other emissions which 
should be attributed to bitumen throughout its life cycle. 
This ongoing work is being undertaken in discussion with 
CONCAWE, the expert body focussed on environmental 
science for the European oil refining industry and the 
Asphalt Institute in the United States. 
Public relations and communications

The Public Relations and Communications (PRC) 
Committee is responsible for a suite of internal and external 
communications tools deployed to support Eurobitume’s 
mission of promoting the safe and effective use of refined 
bitumen.
 
Internal and external communications highlights from last 
year include the preparation and issue of internal e-bulletins 
and messages from the DG, the launch of our new, multi-
language website, publication of the second Eurobitume 
Magazine, establishing an active presence for Eurobitume 
on social media, external press releases picked up by a 
wide selection of national and international trade media, 
numerous website updates and an external e-newsletter. 

Active presence on social media
We expanded our online presence by establishing active 
Eurobitume profiles on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter, 
which provide additional opportunities for stakeholders 
to find out more about the latest bitumen industry news, 
events and specific product updates on safe handling, 
specifications and standards. 

Speaking with a strong, single voice 
gives our message more impact  
and promotes members’ interests 
more powerfully than ever.
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As well as providing platforms for communicating the most 
up-to-date information, these channels are also excellent 
for developing professional networks and sharing best 
practices with other key stakeholders.  

Membership growth
2016 was the first full year for the Membership Committee, 
which supports the Director General in attracting and 
selecting potential new core and associate members, as 
well as with the retention of existing members. One specific 
focus last year was to identify and define specific areas that 
provide value for members.

Our position as the single, powerful voice of the bitumen 
industry in Europe strengthened throughout the year, 
as more organisations chose to join Eurobitume: BTC 
Europe, part of the BASF Group; international bitumen 
haulier HOYER Bitumen-Logistik GmbH and international 
polymer and additives producer Kraton joined as associate 
members.

MEP breakfast debate about asphalt
In November, our President Siobhan McKelvey and 
Technical Director Mike Southern represented the European 
bitumen industry at an important breakfast debate at the 
European Parliament in Brussels about environmental 
responsibility and innovation in the asphalt pavement 
industry.

All Party Parliamentary Group on Highways
In the UK, Eurobitume UK supports the All Party 
Parliamentary Group (APPG) on Highways, which has 
maintenance issues at its heart as it aims to promote the 
safety, environmental, economic and social case for local 
roads in the United Kingdom and the need for an integrated 
approach when it comes to ensuring the network delivers.

Decades of underfunding taking its  
toll on roads  
Eurobitume UK and the Mineral Products Association, its UK 
asphalt industry partner in the Asphalt Industry Alliance, 
conducted the 21st ALARM (Annual Local Authority Road 

Maintenance) survey into the 
condition, maintenance and 
funding of roads. 

This year’s survey revealed 
long-term underfunding, severe 
weather and increased traffic 
are undermining the resilience 

of the local road network in England and Wales, which local 
authorities calculate now requires almost £12 billion of 
investment to bring them up to scratch. The survey’s report 
is used to help campaign for additional funding for UK road 
infrastructure and maintenance. 

A stronger voice in France
Eurobitume France now has greater visibility within key 
French government ministries and the mainstream media 
after becoming an Associate Member of UFIP (French Union 
of Petroleum Industries).

Working safely with bitumen in Germany
Eurobitume representatives attended the annual meeting 
of the German Bitumen Forum, an independent group of 
authorities, scientists and stakeholders with an interest in 
enhancing the safe working conditions of all those involved 
with bitumen.
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PROMOTING MEMBERS’ INTERESTS AT EVENTS

Throughout the year we organised a number of 
internal and external events to help members and 
other interested parties find out more about the latest 
developments relating to the bitumen and asphalt 
industries, to share their knowledge and to discuss 
common industry challenges and opportunities.

New format meeting well received – 2-3 
March, Brussels
At our new format two-day Eurobitume Spring Meeting, 
member company representatives and external 
organisations interested in joining heard about the new 
organisation of Eurobitume, our activities, achievements 
and progress with the forthcoming E&E Congress in Prague.

During the official part of the General Meeting, there were 
comprehensive reports about the activities of the four 
committees and the budget was approved. The seven 
current members of the Board of Directors and the Senior 
Officer roles were confirmed, and the AGM unanimously 
approved the application of Antwerp-based refiner ATPC to 
join as an Associate Member.

Asphalt & Bitumen Day – 15 March in 
Brussels, Belgium
Jointly organised by Eurobitume and the Belgian Association 
of Asphalt Producers (BVA/ABPE), the 2016 Asphalt & 
Bitumen Day took place at the Diamant Conference & 
Business Centre in Brussels attracting 240 participants from 
the industry and authorities. 

The programme opened with keynote presentations by 
AWV Administrator General Tom Roelants and SPW Director 
General Etienne Willame, who gave their insights into the 
upcoming infrastructure developments in Flanders and 
Walloon respectively. 

There were also more technically-oriented presentations 
covering noise reduction in urban areas; specifications; 
Bitumen production; surface treatments; skid resistance 
and pavement management.

Inaugural Rencontres Bitume - 30 March, 
Paris, France
The first Eurobitume France-organised Rencontres Bitume 
was a great success, with approximately 120 attendees 
inside the prestigious building of FNTP (National Federation 
of Public Works) near the Champs-Elysées.

The conference featured interesting presentations by senior 
industry figures including: Jean-Michel Michou, Director 
of Eurobitume France; Isabelle Muller, General Delegate of 
UFIP (French Union of Petroleum Industries); and Emmanuel 
Chailleux, Head of Department of IFSTTAR (French Institute 
of Science and Technology for Transports, Development and 
Networks).

In addition, Marc Tassone, Director General of IDRRIM (the 
Institute for Roads, Streets and Mobility Infrastructure), 
explained the missions of the Institute, the latest on warm 
mix asphalt, surface dressings and slurry seals. He also 
discussed the creation of the Observatoire National de 
la Route; and Yves Krattinger, President of IDRRIM and 
President of the Department Council of Haute-Saône, 
highlighted the need to maintain road assets in the best 
interests of the public sector, the private sector and citizens.

Swiss Bitumen Day – 7 April, Kursaal Bern, 
Switzerland
Approximately 90 people from the industry and authorities 
attended the successful 3rd Swiss Bitumen Day at the 
Kursaal in Bern, organised by Eurobitume Switzerland 
to help industry stakeholders find out more about the 
latest industry developments and network with renowned 
industry experts.

The presentations covered an interesting mix of subjects 
including ‘Determining the presence and effectiveness of 
adhesives’, the ‘Experience with EME road pavements, low 
temperature asphalts and recycling issues’, and ‘Influencing 
the properties of bitumen from the point of view of the 
refinery – Myth & Facts’, about the complexity of refining 
bitumen.

Events – where relationships are established and viewpoints exchanged.
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6th Eurasphalt & Eurobitume (E&E) Congress 
– 1-3 June, Prague, Czech Republic
1,077 people from more than 20 countries attended the 6th 
Eurasphalt & Eurobitume (E&E) Congress, Investing in our 
greatest asset: roads.

Staged every four years, this unique event brought together 
individuals associated with the bitumen, asphalt and road 
industries from around the world to hear about the latest 
cutting-edge developments and ground-breaking research, 
and to discuss important topical issues with fellow experts. 
The congress was addressed by an impressive selection 
of prominent speakers including Dan Tok, the Czech 
Republic Minister of Transport; Ismail Ertug MEP, the Social 
Democrats Coordinator for the Committee on Transport 
and Tourism (TRAN) in the European Parliament; Thierry 
Goger, Secretary General of the Forum of European National 
Highway Research Laboratories (FEHRL), and Jean-
François Corté, former Secretary General of the World Road 
Association (PIARC). 

Members of Eurobitume’s Technical Committee, chaired 
by Frédérique Cointe from ExxonMobil, supported the 
technical programme for which 247 technical papers were 
accepted, 45 oral presentations delivered and there were 
two very popular poster sessions.

The technical presentations covered a wide range of topical 
areas, including: warm asphalt mixtures; mixture and 
performance testing; recycling; sustainable development; 
health, safety and environment; maintenance and 
rehabilitation, and binder performance and testing.  

For the first time, the Congress also included popular 
workshops and seminars on less technical issues, such as 
communications and finance. Meanwhile alongside the 
Congress, 58 organisations exhibited their products and 
services to delegates. 

The 7th E&E Congress will take place in Madrid on 12-14 May 
2020, and two years prior to that, on 14-15 June 2018, there 
will be an inaugural E&E Event in Berlin. 

Eurobitume Autumn Meeting – 19-20 
October, Stockholm, Sweden
More than 70 people – from member companies, 
prospective new member organisations and the Asphalt 
Institute in the United States – attended the Eurobitume 
Autumn Meeting.

On the first afternoon there was a seminar with interesting 
talks on topical technical, HSE and communication themes, 
as well as a presentation by guest speaker Bjorn Hasselgren 
from Trafikverket, the Swedish Transport Administration, 
about the new challenges of road construction and 
investment.

During the General Meeting the following morning, there 
were reports on the important work done by the Eurobitume 
committees and local initiatives, as well as a presentation 
by our good friends at the Asphalt Institute in the United 
States.

Asfaltdag 2016 – 13 December, Amersfoort, 
Holland
Close to 500 people attended Asfaltdag 2016 in Amersfoort, 
where the main themes were durability and innovation. 
Experts also addressed a variety of other topics including 
the usage and maintenance of roads; infrastructure; 
specifications; contracts and future developments in how 
roads will be used.

Alongside the Congress, where the networking 
opportunities were also excellent, 50 companies and 
institutions showcased new developments in materials, 
inspection tools, design and control.
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EUROBITUME COMMITTEES AND TASK FORCES 
Members of Eurobitume committees in 2016.
Individuals from Core and Associate Member organisations, Local Initiative representatives and Eurobitume staff worked together in the following 
groups during 2016:

Board of Directors
Emma Mallinson - Shell
Siobhan McKelvey - Nynas (President)
Valentino Monasteri / Maria Rita Valentinetti - Eni
Marc Montagnat - Total
José Luis Prieto - Cepsa (Vice President)
Markus Spiegl - OMV (Treasurer)
Charlotte Toulemonde - ExxonMobil
Benoit Vandermeeren - ATPC (since March 2016)
Aimé Xhonneux - Eurobitume

Board of Directors Tag
Mike Southern - Eurobitume 

General Meeting
Robert Gregan - Kraton (since October 2016)
Jaime Halcon - Repsol (since April 2016)
Emma Mallinson - Shell
Susana Maricato - Petrogal
Siobhan McKelvey - Nynas
Carsten Meyer - Hoyer (since October 2016)
Marc Montagnat - Total
Reinder Oosterhof - Kuwait
José Luis Prieto - Cepsa
Alfredo Punzo - API
Samuel Torres - Repsol (until April 2016)
Mike Southern - Eurobitume
Markus Spiegl - OMV
Charlotte Toulemonde - ExxonMobil
Maria Rita Valentinetti - ENI
Benoit Vandermeeren - ATPC
Zachary Vuong - Puma Energy
Aimé Xhonneux - Eurobitume

HSE Committee
Mario Barranco - Cepsa
Sandra Bazquez Borras - Repsol
Javier Candeal – Repsol
Lize Deferme - ExxonMobil
Elisabetta Di Caprio - Eni
Jim Freeman - ExxonMobil
Alvaro Gonzalo Sanchez - Cepsa
Erica Jellema - Kraton (since October 2016)
Hans Ketelslegers - Concawe
Karin Hennung - Nynas (Chair)
Carsten Meyer - Hoyer (since October 2016)
Jean-Michel Michou - Eurobitume France
Victoria Ochoa - Cepsa
Carl Robertus - Nynas (since October 2016)
Anja Sörensen - Eurobitume Deutschland
Paul Sohi - Asphalt Institute
Mike Southern - Eurobitume
Chris Southwell - Eurobitume UK
Markus Spiegl - OMV
Steve Stuthridge - Shell
Mathieu Vaissière - Total
Benoit Vandermeeren - ATPC
Aimé Xhonneux - Eurobitume

Membership Committee
Jaime Halcon - Repsol
Siobhan McKelvey - Nynas
Marc Montagnat - Total
José Luis Prieto - Cepsa (Chair)
Markus Spiegl - OMV
Keith Stone - Shell
Charlotte Toulemonde - ExxonMobil
Aimé Xhonneux - Eurobitume

Technical Committee
Frank Beer - Shell
David Bell - Kraton (since October 2016)
Jeroen Besamusca - Kuwait
Frédérique Cointe - ExxonMobil (Chair)
Gilles Gauthier - Total (until September 2016)
Ian Lancaster - Nynas
Andreas Loibl - OMV
Susana Maricato - Petrogal
Carsten Meyer - Hoyer (since October 2016)
Jean-Michel Michou - Eurobitume France
Olivier Moglia - Total (since October 2016)
Vicente Perez - Cepsa
Antonio Páez Dueñas - Repsol 
Alfredo Punzo - API
Heinz Rusch - Eurobitume Switzerland
Anja Sörensen - Eurobitume Deutschland
Mike Southern - Eurobitume
Chris Southwell - Eurobitume UK
Theo Terlouw - Eurobitume BNL
Maria Rita Valentinetti - ENI
Benoit Vandermeeren - ATPC
Zachary Vuong - Puma Energy 
Aimé Xhonneux - Eurobitume

PRC Committee
Johanna Andreasson - Nynas
Alvaro Macarro - Cepsa
Emma Mallinson - Shell (Chair until March 2016)
Siobhan McKelvey - Nynas (Chair since March 2016) 
Jean-Michel Michou - Eurobitume France 
Sharon Mo Ajok - Kraton (since October 2016)
Anja Sörensen - Eurobitume Deutschland
Chris Southwell - Eurobitume UK
Marion Thillou - Shell
Benoit Vandermeeren - ATPC 
Agnès Villautreix - Total
Aimé Xhonneux - Eurobitume

Eurobitume Benelux
Jeroom Helsen - Total Belgium (since October 2016)
Anton Kroon - Total Nederland
Laurent Michon - ExxonMobil
Karel Poncelet - Shell 
Els Schelfhout - Nynas
Theo Terlouw - Eurobitume BNL (Manager)
Werner Thys – Total (until October 2016)
André Volkers - Kuwait
Aimé Xhonneux - Eurobitume

Eurobitume Deutschland
Mario Jentzsch - Nynas
Robert Joore - Total (until October 2016)
Rainer Keiemburg - Total (since October 2016)
Matthias Reitz - ExxonMobil
Max-Albrecht Schindler - AGIP
Anja Sörensen - Eurobitume Deutschland (Manager)
Stephan Welzer - Shell
Aimé Xhonneux - Eurobitume

Eurobitume France
Hervé Aubart - Total
André Bononi - Repsol
Saida Djeraba - Eni
Thierry Lacroix - ExxonMobil
Quentin Lefrère - Shell
Jean-Michel Michou - Eurobitume France (Manager)
Els Schelfhout - Nynas
Aimé Xhonneux - Eurobitume

Eurobitume Switzerland
Jean-Yves Henzen - Total
Mario Jentzsch - Nynas
Laurent Michon - ExxonMobil
Jürg Rohr - ENI
Heinz Rusch - Eurobitume Switzerland (Manager)
Aimé Xhonneux - Eurobitume
Adrian Zippo - Shell

Eurobitume United Kingdom
Dave Foster - Shell
Reinder Oosterhof - Kuwait 
Fabrizio Portinari - ExxonMobil
Sean Salt - Puma Energy (since October 2016)
Gary Schofield - Total
Chris Southwell - Eurobitume UK (Manager)
Andrew Williams - Nynas
Aimé Xhonneux - Eurobitume

Eurobitume & Asphalt Institute Leadership
Tom DeLorbe - Asphalt Institute
Pete Grass - Asphalt Institute
Karin Hennung - Eurobitume
John Janes - Asphalt Institute
Siobhan McKelvey - Eurobitume
Marc Montagnat - Eurobitume 
José Luis Prieto - Eurobitume 
Ralph Shirts - Asphalt Institute
Paul Sohi - Asphalt Institute
Mike Southern - Eurobitume
Charlotte Toulemonde - Eurobitume
Aimé Xhonneux - Eurobitume

Senior Managers Meeting 
Peter Backlund / Jim Christie - Nynas
Eric Gosse - Total (until October 2016)
Jaime Halcon - Repsol
Christophe Jacquet - Total (since October 2016)
Emma Mallinson - Shell
Siobhan McKelvey - Nynas - EB President
Susana Maricato - Petrogal
Marc Montagnat - Total
Thomas Moons - Shell
Reinder Oosterhof - Kuwait
José Luis Prieto - Cepsa
Alfredo Punzo - API
Giovanni Santopaolo - ENI
Markus Spiegl - OMV
Charlotte Toulemonde - ExxonMobil
Benoit Vandermeeren - ATPC
Zachary Vuong - Puma Energy
Aimé Xhonneux - Eurobitume 

TF Data Collection
Jeroen Besamusca - Kuwait
 Gilles Gauthier – Total (until September 2016)
Laurence Lapalu – Total
Andreas Loibl - OMV
Antonio Paez Dueñas – Repsol
Ignacio Perez - Cepsa
Anja Sörensen – Eurobitume Deutschland (Chair)
Mike Southern – Eurobitume 
Chris Southwell – Eurobitume UK
Markus. Spiegl - OMV
Wim Teugels – Nynas
Maria Rita Valentinetti – Eni
Martin Vondenhof - Shell
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TF Differentiation
Sandra Blazquez Borras - Repsol
Javier Candeal – Repsol 
Irene Colas - Cepsa
Francisco Del Castillo - Concawe
Alvaro Gonzalez Sanchez - Cepsa
Karin Hennung – Nynas
Hans Ketelslegers – Concawe
Victoria Ochoa - Cepsa
Ignacio Perez - Cepsa
Carl Robertus – Nynas (since October 2016)
Mathieu Vaissière - Total (Chair)

Task Force General Meeting & Events
Frédérique Cointe - ExxonMobil (Chair Technical 
Committee)
Karin Hennung - Nynas (Chair HSE Committee)
Siobhan McKelvey - Nynas (Eurobitume President)
Jean-Michel Michou - EB France (Local Initiatives 
Representative)
Mike Southern – Eurobitume (Technical Director)
Aimé Xhonneux – Eurobitume (Director General)

TF LCI Review
Angel Bueno -Repsol
Véronique Ducreux - ExxonMobil
Luis Lopez Gamez - Cepsa
Karin Hennung - Nynas
Laurent Porot - Kraton (since October 2016)
Mike Southern - Eurobitume

Richard Taylor - Shell
Wim Teugels - Nynas (Chair)
Benoit Vandermeeren - ATPC
Céline Verrat - Total
Alistair Walgate - Puma Energy
Aimé Xhonneux - Eurobitume

TF PEAA (TF Providing Evidence Asphalt 
Advantages)
Egbert Beuving - EAPA (Chair)
Bernd Hinrichs - EAPA
Carsten Karcher - EAPA
Christine Leroy - EAPA
Siobhan McKelvey - Eurobitume
Malcolm Simms - EAPA
Mike Southern - Eurobitume
Aimé Xhonneux - Eurobitume

TF Performance Related Specifications (TF PRS)
Frank Beer – Shell
Jeroen Besamusca – Kuwait
Frédérique Cointe - ExxonMobil
Gilles Gauthier – Total (until September 2016)
Andreas Loibl – OMV
Jean-Michel Michou – Eurobitume France
Antonio Paez Dueñas – Repsol 
Ignacio Perez – Cepsa
Anja Sörensen – Eurobitume Deutschland
Mike Southern – Eurobitume
Chris Southwell – Eurobitume UK

TF Safe Handling of Bitumen
Jo De Sutter - Kuwait
Xenia Krueger - Shell
Paul Lamb - Nynas (Chair)
Carlos Lopez Esterabans - Repsol
Carsten Meyer - Hoyer (since October 2016)
Laurent Michon - ExxonMobil
Jean-Michel Michou - Eurobitume France
Henri Orengo - Total 
Mike Southern - Eurobitume
Chris Southwell - Eurobitume UK
Ronald Streur - Kuwait
Benoit Vandermeeren - ATPC
Aimé Xhonneux - Eurobitume

Task Forces
TF Data Collection (Technical)
TF Differentiation (HSE)
TF General Meeting & Events
TF LCI Review (Technical)
TF Performance Related Specifications (TF PRS) 
(Technical)
TF Providing Evidence of Asphalt Advantages (PRC)
TF Safe Handling of Bitumen (HSE)

Contact details

Eurobitume head office
Boulevard du Souverain 165
B - 1160 Brussels
Belgium
T: +32 2 566 91 40
E: info@eurobitume.eu

Eurobitume Benelux
T: +31 6 234 69 228  
E: theo.terlouw@eurobitume.eu

Eurobitume Germany
Im Gewerbepark C 25
D- 93059 Regensburg
Germany
T: +49 941 46 36 222 
E: anja.soerensen@eurobitume.eu

Eurobitume France
5 Place de la Pyramide
Tour Ariane La Défense 9
F-92088 Paris-La Défense Cedex
France
T: +33 1 55 68 11 26
E: jean-michel.michou@eurobitume.eu

Eurobitume Switzerland
T: +41 79 408 52 66

E: heinz.rusch@eurobitume.eu

Eurobitume UK
Hammerain House
Hookstone Avenue
Harrogate
North Yorkshire HG2 8ER 
United Kingdom
T: +44 1423 876 361
E: chris.southwell@eurobitume.eu
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